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An associate of the FLQ idles away his time in a Montreal psychiatric medical center by writing a quasi-autobiographical
spy thriller occur 1960s Switzerland. The volatile hero of the flamboyant novel within a novel reunites with his long-

dropped lover and fellow innovative "s passionate first novel galvanized a era of Quebec youth when it first appeared in
French in 1965. and then embark on a objective (on K's demand) Twice, he's handed a perfect opportunity to complete
his mission and twice, Hamlet-like, he falters and fails. de Heutz. to assassinate a rich RCMP informer referred to as H.
Like Joseph Conrad's "Between the Covers.K" Canadian film actor Carl Marotte captures the urgency and breathtaking

lyricism of this anguished intellectual tour de push, which originally aired on CBC Radio's The Secret Agent, Next
Episode captures the mood of muddling desperation and hysteria experienced at the ground level of a terrorist

operation. Hubert Aquin'"

continue reading

Disappointing. I didn't find myself engaged in this work. Riveting tale - interesting psychological journey I began reading
this book hearing about how difficult it would be. This novel provides brilliant insight in to the desperation felt during
the "Quiet Revolution" of the 1960's. Perhaps if I had a better grasp on Canadian background, I would have found it
more engrossing. In fact, I had difficulty engaging in the first few pages. After going this much, however, I could not put
this reserve down. Considering the setting for this novel -- a young Quebec separatist in a Montreal psychiatric prison --
the parallels between your character's tale and the character's real-lifestyle peril are obvious. It was sufficient to
finish, however, not good enough to enjoy finishing.
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